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**Title word cross-reference**

(0,∞)^p [WS99]. C_p [FS97]. \(\chi^2\) [JT91]. D [BS94, DW98], E [DK91, DH94]. F [JT91], \(\infty\) [PS97b], J [LTCR90], k [Don97, Lam98], \(l_q\) [OS93]. M [Ber94, MR93b, Zho92]. ARMA(p, q) [KW97]. \(n^{-1}\) [CdPF91]. P [CGS95, BC91b, MMS92]. \(p^*\) [Vid95]. t [DDM94, FS99, HSH96, JT91, KTDMB97, PS96].

-distributed [KTDMB97]. -distribution [PS96]. -Estimation [Zho92].
-Eximators [Ber94, MR93b]. -Formula [Vid95]. -Optimal
[BS94, DW98, DK91, DH94]. -Solution [HSH96, DDM94]. -Spherical
[OS93]. -Values [CGS95, BC91b]. -variate [MMS92].

2000a [DM99].

73 [Dav90b, Fin90, Roc90]. 74 [Pos90]. 76 [CP91, Hal90a, ST91, TKK91]. 77

B [Cox90, FS90, Kem90, Poc90]. Back [Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d,
Backcalculation [Din96]. Balance [LD91]. Balanced [GD97, ME98, MB93, RS99, Sit93, UM90, Udd90, Wu91, DK91]. Bands [HL99, LFW94]. Bandwidth [BHP98, Chi90, Chi91, Chi92, Hal90b, HSJM91, HGY92, RT97, WW90, WM95]. Bandwidths [Chi90]. Bartlett [BBH92a, CS95, Cor98, DK90, LK90, Mij90a, MC91, Nie97, Won91]. Bartlett-Type [Kak96, MC91]. Based [Ber90, Buc91, CP95, DO99, EHG93, FL93, GZ907, Gou90, GT94, HKT90, HSJM91, HPT99, Hi90, Hir91, HFK92, HH93, HZ95, CN93, KW94, Kla93, LTR90, Li98, LWY93, LN95, Nie99b, PW94, QZ97, Rom90, Sat96, Sey90, Sit93, ST93, Swe92, TG90, Vi95, WYL90, Wu91, YW92, Zha99, ZK95, Zim91, GT95]. Bases [PW96]. Bayes [Efr93, FG93, LT92, MR92a, MB92a, O9N92, PY90, PR94b, Raf96, RE95]. Bayesian [RL94, AC95, BB99, BGM96, BF99, BM96, Cha91a, CS98, DG95, Dat96, DMS98, DW98, DF91, DM91, DS93, Dup95, EGS96, Fon90, FRW99, GK91, GR94, GS95, GR98, Gre95, Gri95, HS93, HL97, Kimm91, Lenn91, Loh95, MY97, MS92a, MB92b, ME96, MR97, OS93, PdB95, PS96a, RLS93, RH99, Sm91, Swe95a, Swe95b, WY97]. Bayesian-Frequentist [BBW98]. Begg [Cox90, FS90, Kem90, Poe90]. Behaviour [SF99, Wol90]. Behrens [Kim92]. Beliefs [GW98]. Bernoulli [FC91, FC90a, WNG94]. Better [Ahn98, EH90]. Between [CR92, EK96, Hon96, HP96b, Par97a, SD92, Sun94, dLA91, BNN93, Bin97, Far90, MR93b]. Beyond [Per99]. Bias [Ali90, BL95, BG96, CH98, DH92, DM95, Fir93, Fir95, GLV99, G192, NH93, Hal90b, HT91, JLN95, LK90, MRRMP99, mN93a, NJ93, Neu99, NA93, PG91, PD97b, Ros92, Sii97, YD90]. Bias-Corrected [mN93a]. Biased [Beg90b, GK93, Jon91, RZ91, Wan96]. Bilinear [Gab98]. Binary [AC95, BG92, CZ93, CC95, CW92, CW94b, DB94, ESM95, FL93, LL91, LD98, NL96, Neu99, R93, TW97, Vla90, ZH91, ZP90]. Binning [HPT98]. Binomial [CH90, NM95, PW90, Tur97, Tar90, Wis90]. Bioassay [RK91, RLS93, RLS94]. Bioequivalence [HSH96, HH93, HHL94, WHD99, DDM94]. Biological [DBL97]. Biometrika [BT99, CP91, Dav90b, DM99, Fin90, Fir95, FC91, Gie96, GT95, Hal90a, JS93, Kos91, Kus99, Lie96, MM99, MKGL98, MO05, Mc96, PP95, Pos90, PC93, RLS94, RB92, R90, Rob91, Sch94, ST91, Th93, TK94, UM99, Ze96, Ano90c, Ano92g]. Biplots [Gow90, Gow92]. Birth [OSS91]. Bivariate [CFG97, DB97, LY93, Nie99a, OM92, Pau96, PW90, Shi98, TC98, Vis96, WW97, HP96a]. Blackwellisation [CR96]. Block [Ano99c, Bos96, BM96, DM96, GL92, GT97, ME92, UM90, Udd90, UM97, UM99]. Blocking [HHJ95]. Bonferroni [Ano04, Rom90, SC96, WLU97]. Bootstrap [BH94b, DY91, DH92, DH92, DMY92, DH91, FR96, HHJ95, HPT99, HZ95,
JFR94, YD90. **Bootstrapping** [New96]. **Boscovich** [Far90]. **Both** [ALP98]. **Boundaries** [Pro99]. **Boundary** [WT90]. **Bounded** [PS95a]. **Bounds** [JS92, JS93, LRW93, Lin96c, RR93]. **Box** [HW93, Dua93]. **Box-Counting** [HW93]. **Breaking** [CG93]. **Buckley** [Cur96].

C. [Cox90, FS90, Kem90, Poc90]. **Calculating** [WT97]. Calculations [Efr93, JT91]. **Calibration** [BO91, FV98, Oma98]. **Cancer** [Kor93]. Canonical [GP95, GP97, Mor93, NF95, Nie99a, Rin96, Sch90b]. **Capture** [CJ91, Dup95, GR92, Llo92b, Llo92a, Smi91, WC92b, YHL96]. **Capture-Recapture** [CJ91, Dup95, GR92, Smi91, WC92b, YHL96]. **Capturing** [JF99]. **CAR** [STS99]. **Carcinogenicity** [MW92]. **Carlo** [BC91b, BH94b, BR99b, CK96, CS98, DF99, DK97, FMS97, Gam98, Gre95]. **CART** [DMS98]. **Case** [CL99b, HPZF99, LTCR90, LB95, MR97, QZ97, QZ97, Qn98, Rab97, Sam97, SJDT93, SW97, SZ99, TX93, WC93, WW93, WC92a, Wli95, Wli97, Wil91, XL99, Zha99, ZHH98]. **Case-Cohort** [CL99b]. **Case-Control** [CL99b, HPZF99, LTCR90, LB95, MR97, QZ97, QZ97, Qn98, Rab97, Sam97, SJDT93, SW97, WC93, WW93, Wli95, Wli97, Wil91, XL99, Zha99, ZHH98]. **Cauchy** [McC92]. Causal [CW95, Daw95, FGS95, Fre95, HN93, IR95, Pea95a, Pea95b, Rob95, Ros95, Sha95, Sob95]. **Cause** [MW92, Lam98]. **Cause-of-Death** [MW92]. cause-specific [Lam98]. **Causes** [FRY98]. A. **Censored** [BM91, BSD96, CWY95, Cur96, DF91, ES90a, FV98, GG94, HS90, KL98, LSY99, MZ92, MW90, Par97a, PR94a, PC92, RT95, Sat96, SZ95, UW92, VHL98, WYL90, Zho92, Zim91, Fr95, PC93]. **Censoring** [Ch91a, HG90, HL96, LY93, LRW96, PdBP95, RR95, TC98, WW97, WW98, YWH98]. **Central** [RT96]. Certain [BT96b]. **Chain** [CK96, DF99, Gam98, MB92a, Rud90, STC97, BR99b, FMS97, Gre95, Rud91]. **Chains** [BT98]. Change [BT96a, FC90b, GH90b, Hen90, Loa91, ME98, MW90, Rus91, Yao93, BT99]. Change-Over [ME98, Rus91]. **Change-Point** [Hen90, MW90]. Change-Points [Yao93]. Changed [FC90a, WNG94, FC91]. **Changepoint** [JF99, LTP97]. **Changes** [MW90]. Characterisation [EK96]. **Characteristic** [LTW99, Pep97, VB96]. **Characterization** [AT90]. **Characterizing** [RT92b]. **Checking** [FGH91, Gli99, LWY93, SL96]. Chi [CdPF91, GL97, HKH92, Zha99]. Chi-Squared [CdPF91, GL97, HKH92, Zha99]. **Choice** [BVF99, GE90, GG98, HK92, Sun94, GR98]. **Choose** [Chi90]. Circular [KN94, Riv97]. **Class** [Ber94, DM91, GH90a, GD97, Glo96, GFG99, Jon97, Lit94, NM95, Pig90, Ste91, DK91, Lam98]. **Classes** [Sil97]. **Classic** [CBD94, FBCN97]. **Classification** [CM98, ON92, Vla90]. **Clinical** [Beg90b, GD96, HZ97, Kor93, KF93, LKT96, Lin91, LL92, Pat91, RI93, SK97,


Continuous [CT98, FOS94, Kom93, LR98, Llo96b, Vla90, YHL96]. Continuum [St90b]. Contoured [GR94]. Contrast [Mit93, Rec91, Du93]. Contrast-Type [Mit93]. Contrasts [Con92]. Control [CL99b, HPZF99, LTC90, LB95, MR97, QZC97, QZ97, Qin98, Rab97, Sam97, SJDT93, SW97, WC93, WW93, Whi95, Whi97, Wil91, XL99, Zha99, ZHH98].

Controlled [RN90]. Convergence [HT95b, LR94, RT96, BR99b, KTD97b]. Convergent [JL91]. Convex
Convexity [Mit93]. Convolution [HT97]. Copula [ZK95].

Copulas [CFG97]. Corpuscle [VH90]. Corrected

[CW96, Du99, HT91, Nak90, mN93a, PG91]. Correcting [Bu96].

Correction [BL95, LK90, Lev90, Nie97].

[Ano94, Azz97, Bly95, CS95, CP91, Dav90b, Fir95, FC91, Gle96, GT95, JS93, Kos91, Lie96, MKGL98, MO05, McC96, Pos90, PC93, RLS94, Rud91, Sch94, Tar90, Tho93, TKK91, Whi97, Wis90, Zel96, BT99, DM99, Fin90, Hal90a, Kus99, MM99, PP95, RB92, Roc90, UM99].

Correlated

[Ano99e, CP95, GD96, HK92, HPZF99, Kun91, LLI91, LD98, RJ90, SL96, UM97, ZP90, UM99].

Correlation [BL95].

Counts [Ber90]. Covariates [FR91].

Covariance

[An96, Hu97, KBB90, KN94, LWK94, Pau99, PC92, PC93, SG97, ZPB91].

Covariances [NL98]. Covariate [KS97, RP95, WD96a, ZP95].

Covariate-Adjusted [KS97].

Covariates [HL96, Lin92, L96b, NJ93, Orm98, Pai96, PT97, RT92a, VS93, VH98].

Coverage [MR99].

Cox

[BNM93, Bin92, CL99b, DGS94, Du93, LWY93, MM97b, MC91, PT97, SL96].

Cramer [OH97].

Criteria [CBD94, DO99, FBCN97, HH93, HT95b, KK96].

Criterion [An99, BN95b, HT91, Pau98, QCG96, Sn94, VS95, Mij90b].

Cross [AM94, BCN94, DH92, Kun91, Paw96, PH97, Smy94, ST98, VS95].

Cross-Correlations [Smy94].

Cross-Over [Kun91].

Cross-Sectional [AM94]. Cross-Spectral [ST98].

Cross-Spectrum [Paw96].

Cross-Validation [DH92, VS95].

Cross-Validatory [BCN94].

Crosses [CM99, DM96, GD97, GK94, Muk97].

Crossover [BT95, FG93, Giri95].

Crossvalidatory [HT98]. Cumulants [Li98].

Cumulative

[DDNN93, HK92, LWY93, Ska93, SB96].

Cure [RR93].

Current [LO98].

Curvature [Gua95, SC93].

Curves

[CHT99, ES99a, FR91, Hal90b, HMT95, HPT98, MEW96, RLS93, RLS94].

Curved [BN95a].

Curves [FGH9, HS96, LFW94, Pep97, VB96, ZL90].

Cusp [Wan95].

Cusum [Bu91, EH93].

Data

[AM94, Azz94, Azz97, BRL96, BML91, BM93, Bin92, BSD96, Bu94, BCN94, CP95, CZD93, Car97, CM91, CL99a, CWY95, CH90, CH99, Curg96, Dav90a, Dav92, DF91, DM92b, Du95, ES90a, F98, FY98, GG94, Gle92, GR95, Gol91, Gra94a, Gri95, HJS91, HH95, He94, HRY98, HPZF99, HL96, JA90, Jon91, JC92, JLC94, KCS94, Kas90, KR92, KF93, Lan92, LO98, lSY99, LHL91, Lit94, LR98, LTC97, MW94, MS99, MD95a, MR92b, MV99, MKL97, Mor91, MW90, ML95, NZ99, PD99, Par97a, Pat91, Pau90, PB95, PS97a, Pep92, PR94a, Pou99, PC92, PS95b, QZC97, QZ97, RATA95, Rab97, RI93].
Rob95, Ros95, Sha95, Sob95]. **Discussions** [Pea95b]. **Disease**
[gra94b, mal95, ps95b, sz99, tpl95, vjp97, zel93, zel96]. **Diseases**
[gp95, hnn90]. **Dispersion** [bl95, fbcn97, gg97, mm91, new96].
**Distance** [bhd98, zim91, oh97]. **Distance-Based** [zim91]. **Distributed**
[fin86, fin90, ktdmb97]. **Distribution**
[ahm98, ad96, bhd98, ber90,bsd96, bhp98, bro90, cdh92, cdpf91,
cw94b, dmy93, eh90, gp97, ht96, hl98, koz93, kuk93, ks96, kw97,
mn93b, nm95, nhk92, om92, pf93, rkm90, shi95, sha93, st93, sb96,
sts99, tar79, tar90, vjp97, vh98, vb96, wd96b, zt97, bp99, ch93, ps96].
**Distribution-Free** [vb96]. **Distributions**
[ahm93, bh94a, bb90, cbd94, dt99, ek96, grgr95, gh90b, kom96,
koo99, lrw93, lrw96, lsy99, mo97, mm91, mr92a, mmlh92, pw90,
riv94, rt92b, sha99, st99, tav90, vid98, ws99, mo05]. **Disturbance**
[koo93]. **Divergence** [bhhj98, bly94, bly95]. **Double** [bo91, dmy92].
**Drift** [gs91]. **Drop** [ml97]. **Drop-Out** [ml97]. **Dual** [gkr98, gl92].
**Due** [nj93, neu99, dm95]. **Duration** [ww98]. **Durbin** [rab93].
**Dynamic** [buh99, fah94, gam92, gam98, hw91, pan93]. **Dynamical**
[fyt96].

**Early** [h97, zel93, zel96]. **ECM** [lr94, mr93a]. **ECME**
[ktdmb97, lr94]. **Edge** [jsahm98]. **Editorial** [daw92, daw93].
**Editorship** [ano90e, ano92g]. **Edwards** [mm90, mm99]. **Effect**
[bml91, che91, chi91, daw92, ltcr90, mb93, py90, rz91, rt92b].
**Effective** [cq93, wmp95]. **Effectiveness** [kf93, zl90]. **Effects**
[al93, bea91, car97, dg93, fh91, jvdw94, lin97a, loli95, mmb97,
h992, nl96, new96, oma91, oj93, sch91a, s99, von96, wd96a].
**Efficiency**
[js92, kus97, llo94, nl96, neu99, rv91, slu91, s99, dk91, js93, kus99].
**Efficiency-balanced** [dk91]. **Efficient** [ano99e, bhhj98, bos96, dgs94,
fy98, gsc95, ht95b, lin97b, mv99, nie99b, pg91, pig90, pr92, qf91,
qui99, rabbit, s99a, um97, vjp97, vh98, um99]. **Efficiently** [gl97].
**Eigenprojections** [sch97]. **Electron** [aa94, jvdw94]. **Elimination**
[lis93, sev94, ti96]. **Ellipsoidally** [lr98]. **Elliptically** [gr94]. **Empirical**
[bag98, cq93, che96, cor98, cw95, daw95, fgs95, fre95, gp95, hfc90,
hsi96, ir95, lm98, lm99, lt92, mb92a, mon97, pea95a, pea95b, rob95,
ros95, sev99, sha95, st93, sob95, mr93b]. **Empty** [sb91]. **Endpoints**
[mull91]. **Enhancements** [cht99]. **Enhancing** [ht97]. **Entropy**
[cdl94, wg95]. **Envelope** [st93]. **Epidemic** [din96, yao93]. **Equality**
[mm91, lam98]. **Equation**
[am94, bnl94, buo96, je90, lee90, li98, pau90]. **Equations**
[cp95, cl99a, cox93, gl97, hm98, hz95, lie98, lhl91, pq96, so98, zha94].
**Equineighboured** [udd90]. **Equivalence** [bk96, bel90, hw97]. **Error**
[bho99, buo96, car97, cmr99, che91, chi91, dh92, fgs91, je90, on92,
w96a, wg91]. **Errors** [ano99e, gr94, hal89, kaw92, kun91, li92, me92,
mr97, nak90, rt97, sch93, sp96, um97, zh91, hal90a, ktdmb97, um99].
Errors-in-Variables [Nak90, SP96]. Estimate [OSS91, SW94]. Estimated [Con90]. Estimates [Bea91, Bro90, CC95, CW90, CV91b, DH92, Fir93, HRWY98, OK91, SES90, SW91, TX93, ZK95, Fir95]. Estimating [OSS91, SW94]. Estimated [Con90]. Estimates [Bea91, Bro90, CC95, CW90, CV91b, DH92, Fir93, HRWY98, OK91, SES90, SW91, TX93, ZK95, Fir95].

Estimation [Ait90, AA94, BC91a, BHHJ98, Bax94, BC98, BG96, CFG97, CMF98, Cha91b, CMY93, CQ93, Che96, Chi91, Chi92, CH99, Dav90a, DP98, Dou97, Dro98, Dup95, DK97, EF90, Fuh94, FY96, FY98, FADD94, FC990b, GZW97, GE90, GGR95, GR92, GLY99, GK93, GW96, HK90, HM90, HSJM91, HMT95, HPT98, HN90, HM93, HFC90, HG90, HPZF99, HL96, HL98, HT98, Jef90, Jon91, JLN95, KN94, Kle93, LS99, LH96, Lin97b, LHC99, Llo92b, Luc97, MY97, MS90b, MR93a, MS90c, NL96, Nie99b, Pau90, PG91, Paw96, Per95, PS97b, PC92, QF91, Qui99, Rab97, RS92, RS95, Rec91, Rob92, RT92a, RR95, Sch91a, SGW93, Sev92, SG97, She98, SZ99, SO98, Ste93, Sun94, TKT91, TWF96, VJP97, VH90, VH98, VR90, Vis96, WC93, WW98, We94, Wes91, WC92b, Woo92]. Estimation [Zho92, Zin91, BR99b, Fry95, PC93]. Estimative [Vid98]. Estimator [BC91a, BML91, BSD96, Car97, CT98, Cha92b, GZW94, GGI92, JF99, Len91, Lie94b, LY93, MD95a, mN93a, WMP95, WD96b, ZT97, Lie96]. Estimators [Ber94, CDH92, CHT99, CM98, Cur96, DC91, Din96, HN93, Ha90b, HW93, HS90, Hor90, Lie98, LWK94, MB92a, Miil91, PP92, PK91, Pig90, SB96, Ste91, Sun94, SD99b, TC98, UW92, WW97, WP92, CH93, HST90, MR93b, OH97]. Evaluate [HZ97]. Evaluation [DCCL94, LM98]. Event [FK98]. Events [LSY99]. Evidence [DM98, Gri94, Wri92, DM99]. Exact [Bha96, BB99, JT91, KS92, Luc94b, Ma97, PS97a, PP99]. Examinations [Par97b, Ze93, Ze96]. Example [FLR90]. Exceedances [STC97]. Excess [Sas96]. Exchangeability [Sug93]. Exchangeable [GW98]. Existence [NM95]. Expansion [WL92, LRW98]. Expansions [AHT92, Wan93, Wat90]. Experiment [VB96]. Experimental [DM92a, ZH91, dLA91]. Experiments [CJ91, Llo92b, Llo96a, Loh95, MS92a, MW97, PD97a, WP92, YHL96]. Explained [Sch90a, Sch92, Sch94]. Explanatory [Wel94]. Explicit [WP92]. Exploratory [Sun91]. Exponential [BN95a, BH94a, CFR94, CP96, CW94b, DE92, ES90a, GD90, GP97, MO97, MC94, MC96, SY96, TX93, YB91, ZP90, CP91, MO05]. Exposure [DB94, TW90]. Extended [XTL99]. Extending [Gri95]. Extension [LR94, MM90, BP99, DMD94, MM99]. Extensions [LR98]. External [MD95b]. Extra [MN93b, Mor91]. Extra-Multinomial [Mor91]. Extra-Poisson [Mor91]. Extrabinomial [Rud90, Rud91]. Extrapolation [DW96, SB96]. Extreme [CFG97, LT96, OM92, Shi95, Taw90]. Extremes [BT98].

Factor [JS92, Llo96b, MD95b, MB93, Sta97, JS93]. Factorial [CS91].
Factors [DB94, MR92a, PY90, PR94b, PS95b, Raf96, Rob92, WZ93].

Failure [BRL96, CP95, CMY93, Dev92, FK96, Gli99, GR90, GR95, HP96b, HPZF99, Jon97, KF93, LRW96, LWY98, Orm98, PC92, PH97, Rob92, RT92a, SL96, Tsao90, ZP95, HP96a, PC93]. Failure-Time [BRL96]. Failures [BRL96].

Familial [Gle92, KR92, Pau90, Gle96]. Familial [BH94a, BD95, DE92, GD90, GGR95, MO97, McC94, MO05, McC96].

Family [CP89, GP97, HPZF99, MO97, SY96, WS99, Whi95, Whi97, ZHH*+98, CP91, MO05].

Fast [Buc94, DCL94, DMY92, Luc94b, Luc96, QF91, Qui99]. Faster [LR94].

Feasibility [SW91].

Fewer [Rus91].

Field [GH90a, WI98].

Fields [AM94, Die91, FMS97]. Finding [LLH90, SZ99]. Finite [CDH92, CSB92, CQ93, CDL94, DC91, Kuk93, KS96, KW97, MB92a, MN93b, MS90c, PK98, SB96, Wan93, WD96b, Wat90, BP99, FMS97].

Finite-Sample [KS96, KW97]. First [AT90, Cha91b, Had95, Li98, Lie94b, Wan92, Lie96]. First-Order [Lie94b, Wan92, Lie96]. Fisher [CH93, Kim92, O'N92, OM92, Pro97, Shi95]. Fit [Alm93, Bag98, BDL95, EH93, KL98, MK91, QZ97, Ree93, RB91, Shi98, Tar79, YB97, Zha99, RB92, Tar90]. Fits [Mor92]. Fitting [Ber39, Bin92, ES90b, MM97b, MEW96, NHK92, SW97, Wil91]. Fixed [DW98]. Following [EF90, Liu96c, LH99, TWF96]. Forecasting [SD99a].


Form [Had95, KS92]. Forms [Kuo99, Lie94a, Par97a]. Formula [FRW99, Vid95]. Formulae [ME92]. Four [GGI92, WZ93]. Four-Level [WZ93]. Fractal [HW93, OK91]. Fractional [Luc96, NA93]. Fractionally [Oda93]. Frailty [DLB97, FK96, Gli99]. Framework [Hil90, JN93, MR93a, Pep97, Swe95b]. Free [JR90, VB96]. Freedom [BR99a]. Frequency [JSAHM98, QT91, QF91, Qui99, WC92b]. Frequentist [BBW99, DG95, Dat96, FRW99, MD93, SY96]. Front [Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano92h, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano92l, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94b, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99a]. Full [XL99]. Function [BSD96, CDH92, Had95, HT98, JLL91, Jon96, Kor93, LC90, Li93, LTW99, LY93, Ll96b, Ma97, MS99b, Nak90, O'N92, PC92, Pro99, QT91, Sev98a, ST93, SB96, TC98, Vis96, WD96b, WW97, Wat90, PC93].

Functional [Dou97]. Functional [BN97]. Functions [BHP98, CB97, Cox93, CB94, Dat96, Dav96a, DDNN93, DM91, DMY93, FY98, God91, HL95, Jo93, Kuk93, MG94, NL98, OJ93, PAR97b, PWY94, RKM90, Sev98b, Sii97, Ska93, TKG98, WG95, Wak90, WL92, Bin97, TFK91]. Further [Gri94, KW97, Sch92, Far90].

RWW8, She94, SP97, Sta97. **General**
[BML91, Bea91, BN95b, FRW99, GL94, GFG99, HL95, Hei94, HM98, Hil90, Kos99, LD91, LR98, Luc96, MR93a, Nag91, PdB95, Sha90, WW93, Kos01]. **Generalisation** [Qui99, HP96a]. **Generalised** [BL95, BS94, CL99a, CBD94, CNF95, Cro95, FBCN97, Gab98, Gam98, KK96, Lin97a, ÖH97, PW96, PQ96, QGG96, Ra96, SD99b, VS95, GR98]. **Generating** [LD98]. **Geometric** [NJ93, RT96]. **Gibbs** [CK94, GR92, LWK94, Liu96a]. **Gill** [Cha92a]. **Gittins** [Wan91]. **Globally** [JJL91]. **Good** [Rus91]. **Goodness** [Ahm93, Bag98, BD95, EH93, KL98, MK91, QZ97, Rec93, RB91, Shi98, Tar79, Tar90, Zha99, RB92]. **Goodness-of-Fit** [Ahm93, Bag98, BD95, EH93, KL98, QZ97, Rec93, Shi98, Zha99]. **Graphical** [DF99, DP98, GG99, RW98, Sta97, WC92a]. **Gröbner** [PW96]. **Group** [BB92, CGS95, CL98, EJ92, EF90, LH99, PD97b, SPP96]. **Groups** [Sch91b]. **Growth** [FR91]. **Haenszel** [HP96a, LP93]. **Haenszel-type** [LP93]. **Hannan** [Pos90, Pos87]. **Hard** [HT98]. **Harmonic** [Bro90]. **Hastings** [RT96]. **Having** [CdPF91]. **Hazard** [CP95, FK98, GP95, Hen90, Loa91, MW90, MWC97, Nie99b, OJ93, PH97, UW92, Lam98]. **Hazard** [AF95, Bin92, DS95, EK96, GT94, KC92, LFW94, LOY98, PT97, Sas96, Sat96, Sch90a, Sch92, Wan96, GT95, Sch94]. **Heavily** [BML91]. **Hermite** [LP94]. **Heterogeneity** [Dav92, LP93, Orm98, REKB98]. **Heterogeneous** [KBB90, Llo92b]. **Heteroscedastic** [CB94, DW98, WL97b]. **Heteroscedasticity** [CHT98, WL97a]. **Heuristic** [Efr97]. **Hidden** [Che98]. **Hierarchical** [DF99, HL97, REKB98, Sha90, STS99]. **High** [CHT99, FLR90, Nie99b, WC99a]. **High-Derivative** [CHT99]. **High-Order** [WC99a]. **High-Quality** [Nie99b]. **Higher** [Kak96, MD93, PP94, PP95]. **Higher-Order** [PP94, PP95]. **Highest** [WT90]. **History** [AG97, FK98, Bin97, Far90, PS96, Sth92]. **HIV** [BM93, Ber90, FADD94, TLP95]. **Holgate** [Bin97]. **Homogeneity** [LLH90, Llo92a, VV96, Wis68, Wis90]. **Hot** [RS92]. **Hotelling** [Mij90b]. **Human** [Zha94]. **Hyperbolic** [Smy94]. **Hypotheses** [BBW99, Con90, MR92a, Sli92, ZH91]. **Hypothesis** [DS95, Efr97, EF90, RJo90]. **Ideal** [DJ94]. **Identically** [Fin86, Fin90]. **Identifiability** [GL94]. **Identification** [AM94, AT90, DM98, GZW97, PKK90, RH99, Sha90, Sta97, DM99]. **Ignorability** [Hei94]. **II** [ES90a], **illness** [Fry95]. **illness-death** [Fry95]. **Image** [Buc94, NR99]. **Imaging** [GS95]. **Immunies** [MZ92]. **Imperfect** [DM98, DM99]. **Importance** [BB99, DH91, GW96]. **Improved** [Ano04, CP89, CP91, EJ92, HS93, HST90, SC96]. **Improving** [PP99]. **Imputation** [BR99a, RS92, RS95, WR98]. **Imputed** [MR92b].

J. [CW95, Daw95, FGS95, Fre95, IR95, Rob95, Ros95, Sha95, Sob95]. Jackknife [PP92, RS92, SW94]. James [Cur96]. Jeffreys [Kas90]. Joint [HL98, Pou99]. Jorgensen [Tsa94]. Jump [Wan95, Gre95]. June [Far90].

Kalman [GR94, WC99b]. Kaplan [SW94]. Karl [Sti92]. Kernel [Chi91, Ch92, CM98, GE90, Gra94b, HISJM91, HGK92, Jor91, Kuk93, LN95, MM97a, Mut91, RT97, SES90, VH90, Wei94, Wes91]. Known [GLL92, LH96]. Kriging [MKGL96, MKGL98]. Kullback [GR98, HST90]. Kurtosis [KBB90].
Look [DM92a]. Loss [ES90a, GG98, Neu99]. Lower [RR93].

M [Roc90, PS97b]. M/G/ [PS97b]. Magnetic [GS95]. Mantel [HP96a, LP93]. Many [LT92, SBSP99, VV96]. Marginal [Bel90, DFF90, DM91, ESM95, LN95, LLH90, MV99, STH94, SL96, TKK89, TLH98, ZK95, TKK91]. Marginalization [Wes91]. Mark [HL98]. Markers [DBL97, JN93, Mal95]. Markov [Rud91, BT98, BR99b, CK96, CSB92, DF99, FMS97, Fry95, Gam98, Gre95, JC92, Li91b, MB92a, Rud90, STC97]. Martingale [LWY93, Lio92b, Lio94, TGF90]. Martingale-Based [LWY93, TGF90]. Masked [FRY98]. Mass [MM97a]. Matched [GKR98, LTCR90]. Matching [Gho99, LB95, MG97, MR99, RT92b, ST98]. Matrices [Con92, Hu97, Sch97]. Matrix [Cro95, Lan92, LLH90, Liu98, RW98, ZPB91]. Matter [Ano90a, Ano90b, Ano90c, Ano90d, Ano90f, Ano90g, Ano90h, Ano90i, Ano91a, Ano91b, Ano91c, Ano91d, Ano91e, Ano91f, Ano91g, Ano91h, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano92f, Ano92g, Ano92i, Ano92j, Ano92k, Ano93a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93f, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano94a, Ano94b, Ano94c, Ano94d, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94g, Ano94h, Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano95d, Ano95e, Ano95f, Ano95g, Ano95h, Ano96a, Ano96b, Ano96c, Ano96d, Ano96e, Ano96f, Ano96g, Ano96h, Ano97a, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano97d, Ano97e, Ano97f, Ano97g, Ano97h, Ano98a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano98g, Ano98h, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano99h, Ano99i]. Matusita [BHD98]. Maximal [HKH92]. Maximization [STH94]. Maximize [CDL94]. Maximizing [JL91]. Maximum [AA94, BC91a, BSD96, CW90, DF98, DK97, Firt93, FC90b, GG94, GLV99, GH90b, JF99, MD95a, MR93a, mN93a, OK91, OSS91, Pan90, SW97, She98, TX93, WG95, WP92, Firt95]. Mean [Ahm92, BD91a, BS94, DY91, DC91, GH90b, Kum93, MS90c, Pol91, Pou99, RP95, Sch90b, Wil90, WS94]. Mean-Covariance [Pou99]. Means [BH099, NL98, PK91, Riv94]. Measure [Bag98, EK96, LLH91, Ste91, Ste93]. Measurement [Buo96, CR93, Car97, CMRR99, Che91, FG93, Sch93, SP97, WD96a, WG91, Kus99]. Measurements [Kus97, MD95b, Pat91, SP96, SP96, TLH98, WSL90, YWH98]. Measures [Azz94, Azz97, Cro95, FYT96, Gua95, Hir91, TW90]. Measuring [PY90, REKB98]. Median [Chr94, KW94, CH93]. median-type [CH93]. Medical [Par97b, Pep97]. Meier [SW94]. Memory [Ber93, Ber94, BT96a, BBO98, BT99]. Method [Bee91, BM93, BNC94, DT98, DF91, EJ92, FL93, Gra94b, JLN95, Kuk93, LB95, Li93, LN95, MO97, OR98, PWY94, RL99, RP95, SO96, SO98, WG95, MO05]. Methodology [MS92a, Nak90]. Methods [CS98, CL98, FG93, HT97, HPT99, HFC90, Lio94, MY97, NR99, Pan98, PdpBP95, PG93, RT92b, TBK95, WC99a, WL96, ZPB91, BAM95, FMS97, SM93]. Metropolis [RT96]. Microscope [AA94]. Minimal [Udd90]. Minimax [Dro98, Won92]. Minimality [Ste90a]. Minimising [BHHJ98]. Minimum [GL97, GG98, WZ93]. MINQUE
[Kle93]. Misclassification [CH90, CV91b, ZH91]. Misclassified
[CC95, Neu99]. Missing [CL99a, Dew92, DP98, FR99,
GR90, GR95, Gri95, Luc97, NZ99, Pa99, PT97, PK91, RS95, RP95, TLH98].
Misspecification [AF95, NHK92, SO96, XL99]. Mitochondrial [JVDW94].
Mixed [Bea91, BL95, CW92, DG93, GSC95, LR98, NM95, NHK92, NL96,
Oma91, Pos87, Vla90, Von96, WD96a, Wol93, Wnt91, Pos90]. Mixed-Effects
[NHK92, NL96, Von96]. Mixture
[GLL92, KC92, Lit94, MN93b, NHK92, BP99]. Mixtures
[McC94, MEW96, McC96]. Modality [Die91]. Model [AL93, AF95, AGG97,
AG97, BHD98, Bel90, BO98a, Ber90, BD91b, BGM96, BR90, BN95b, BM96,
CM91, CT98, CL99b, CV91a, Cro90, DG93, DF99, EK96, FK98, FOS94,
FYW98, FGH91, FR91, Fuk99, GG98, GG99, GL99, GR98, Hand95, HW91,
Hen90, Hsi90, HIS95, HT95b, JC92, Jon97, JLCSS99, KT99, KKO96,
KC92, Lit96a, Lit9a, Lit92, LW93, LFW94, LY94, LL90, Lio96b,
Lio96b, LR98, Lio92a, Loh95, Ma97, MS99, MM97b, MS94, MR97, NL96,
Oma91, PT97, PS97a, Pol91, QGG96, Ra96, Rob92, RT92a, Rud90, Sat96,
SO96, Sh98, Sli97, Sli92, Sh91, Sm91, Sta97, VS95, WL97b, XL99, YWL92,
YB97, ZP90, Dua93, Gre95, HST90, KW97, Lam98, Rud91, SL96].
Model-Based [Hi90]. Modelling
[BRL96, CZ93, Fad94, HT99, HG90,
Kom93, Lit92, MN93b, Pep97, Sny94, Taw90, BP99]. Models
[AM94, Ahn93, AC95, BN97, BN95a, Bea91, Ber93, Ber94, Bin92, BB90,
BB99, BT98, BL95, BC98, BS94, CK94, CK96, CMF98, CFR94, CW95,
CG98, CJ92, CPS9, CBD94, CJ91, CW90, CW92, CNF95, CB94, Cro95,
DBL97, DCL94, De97, DF99, DW98, DO99, DF91, DP98, DK97, EG96,
FK96, FB97, FGH96, GZW94, GZW97, Gam98, GG97, GH90a, GSC95,
GP95, GL96, GL96, GLL92, Gol91, Gua95, HM90, Hei94, HRW98, Hu97,
HT91, KT99, KS92, Koo93, Lee90, Li91a, Lin97a, LW98, LG95,
Lin97b, Lio96b, Lit94, MG94, McC92, MS92b, MB97, Mon94, Mon97,
Mor92, MW90, Nak90, NM95, NHK92, NJ93, Nie97, NR99, O9b92, Orm98,
OS93, Pa96, Pan93, Pan98, PP92, PG93, PP94, Pot99, PK90, QZ97].
Models [Qin98, Ra96, Rab90, RL99, Rec91, RP95, REK98, RJ90, RW98,
SB99, Sch91a, SW97, Sha90, SG97, SZ99, ST97, SC92, ST99, Spa91,
Ste90b, ST99, SD99b, TGF90, TL98, TB95, Von96, WD96a, WW93,
WG91, Wli91, Wol93, Wli92, XL99, YB91, Zha92, Zha99, Zhao92, dJS95,
dLvdH91, dLA91, CP91, DH94, FS99, GR98, KT93, LDMB97, LP93, PP95].
Modification [Ahn93, Mal95]. Modified [BN91, Buo96, Cd9F91, CR92,
Cro90, FS97, GR90, Jen92, KS96, LT98, Lit95, Lit96a, Lio92b, Pos87,
RS99, Rom90, SB99, Sev9a, Vid98, BNM93, Pos90]. Modulated [OC94].
Moment [HH93, Ste91, Ste93]. Moment-Based [HH93]. Moments
[Bea91, GP97, Lie94a]. Monitoring [GD96, GFG99]. Monotone
[KK96, LR94, TLH98]. Monte
[BC91b, BH94b, BR99b, CK96, CS98, DF99, DK97, FMS97, Gam98, Gre95].
Monte [KW97]. Morel [BP99]. MOSUM [KH95]. Movement [Dup95].
Moving [Ahn93, Fin86, GZW94, Had95, Hal89, Kav91, KAW92, Luc94b,
Ma97, PS97a, Pos87, Hal90a, Pos90]. MR0836445
[Rec90]. MR0855892 [Fin90]. MR0919846 [Pos90].
MR0991422 [Hal90a]. MR0991426 [CP91]. MR1040637 [TKK91].
MR1041430 [ST91]. MR1603936 [MO05]. Multi [Sit93, TX93].
Multi-Armed [MR0836445]. Multi-Arrays [Sit93].
Multi-Step [TX93]. Multicentre [RI93]. Multidimensional [RT96].
[BB92, CJ91, Din96, MN93b, Mor91, BP99].
Multiparameter [CFR94]. Multiperiod [Liu96b]. Multiple
[BRL96, BB99a, CPV98, Dat96, FC90b, HM98, HKH92, LL92, Sml91, WR98,
KTMB97]. Multiple-Armed [LL92]. Multiplicative
[FK98, FH91, Oma91, RZ91, Sh91, WW93]. Multiplicative-Intercept
[WW93]. Multiplier [L91a]. Multiply [MR92b]. Multiply-Imputed
[MR92b]. Multiresponse [Gua95, KB90]. Multitaper [WMP95].
Multivariate [AAL90, AD96, BFV99, CZD93, CG98, DT99, ESM95, FG93,
FOS94, FS99, FG91, FS97, GGR95, Gl99, Gl96, JLCSS99, Kak96, KR92,
LT96, Lin91, Ma97, MEW96, ORn98, PC92, PH97, SW91, Shl95, Sl99,
Taw90, WS99, WHD99, WL97b, BHB92a, Km92, Mij90a, MR93b, PC93].

Nagaraj [BP99]. Nanda [BHB92a, Mij90a]. Near [LT96, Mü1991].
Neighbour [MB93, BAM95]. Nested
[AR96, BBW99, LB95, Sam97, UM90, Udd90]. Networks [MS97].
Neumann [EH93]. Neyman [BC98, SM93]. no
[BT99, CP91, Dav90b, DM99, Fin90, Fir95, FC91, Gle96, GT95, Hal90a, JS93,
Kos91, Kus99, Lie96, MM99, MKGL98, MO05, McC96, PP95, Pos90, PC93,
RL94, RB92, Roc90, Rud91, Sch94, ST91, Th93, TKK91, U99, Zel96].
Nodes [SB91]. Noise [ALP98, NA93, So99, TKT91]. Non
[BFV99, DK97, Fin86, Go99, O’N92, RW98, She94, SP97, TL98, Fin90].
Non-Bayes [O’N92]. Non-Conjugate [BFV99]. Non-Decomposable
[RW98]. Non-Gaussian [DK97, Fin86, She94, SP97, Fin90].
Noncompliance [FR99]. None [FR99], Nonignorable [TL98].
Noninformative [GG97, YB91]. Noniterative [GZW94, Pig90].
Nonlinear
[AT90, BO91, Büh99, CLT95, CP98, DG93, FYT96, Gol91, Hu89, JVDW94,
Li92, MR92a, O’B92, SC92, SC93, TKK89, Von96, WD96a, Wol93, WL92,
CP91, DH94, TKK91]. Nonlinearity [HR99]. Nonnormal
[BD91a, Dav90a, FLR90]. Nonnormality [Sla99]. Nonnull [CBD94].
Nonparameter [MW97]. Nonparametric
[AKW93, BT95, BSD96, CFG97, CML99, Cha91b, Che96, CHT99, CC95,
DHR99, FK98, FGH91, Fry95, GK91, HKT90, HM90, HT97, HPT98, HK96,
HT95a, HW98, HL98, J92, KAW92, LY99, Len91, Lin91, LL92, LY93,
LS99, LN95, Lin97b, MD95a, MW90, NZ99, PG91, RLS93, RLS94, SES90,
SG93, SM93, TC98, Vis96, WW97, WW98, Wel94].
Nonrandom [MKL97]. Nonregular [CB94, Cro90, Sm94].
Nonresponders [PR94a]. Nonresponse [Allh90]. Nonsensical
[ALP98].
Nonstable [SZ99]. Nonstationary [BBO98, DCCL94, Luc94b, Luc97].

Normal [Ahm93, AD96, Bel90, EGS96, GSC95, GLL92, Ku99, Lit94, Liu98, MEW96, Pau98, RT92b, Mj90a, Mj90b]. Normality [Din96, MMS92]. Note [Böhm94, BSD96, BNL94, BD95, Bro90, CM91, Cha92a, Cha92b, CR92, CW94b, CB94, Cur96, Dev92, DM95, GD90, Gle92, Gri94, GL94, HPT98, HR99, HSH96, Kav91, LD98, Nag91, NM95, O'B92, OD90, Par97a, PS95a, Rab97, SD92, SF98, Smy94, Tho91a, Tsa94, TC98, VS95, Vid98, Von96, WD96a, WJ96, WS94, Wo90, Wri92, Yat91, BNM93, Gle96, LP94, The93].

Nuisance

Object [RH99]. Observational [Ros92]. Observations [CV91b, KL98, Lef91, Lin91, Luc94a, ME98, PY90, PR94b, Fry95].

Observed [Fra90, Lan92, VS93]. Obtaining [Lan92]. Occasions [Fon90].

Odds [AL93, HFC90, LLH91, mN93a, Pig90, She98]. Offspring [Kle93, VR90]. Omitted [DM95, NJ93, Orn98]. One [EJ92, FK96, Jef90, Loh95, MB93, PP94, Sil92, WC92b, PP95].


Optimal [BGM96, BS94, CR93, CM99, Cha91b, CH90, DW96, DW98, DM96, EJ92, FD91, GK93, GK94, HKT90, HSJM91, Li98, Loh95, MMB97, MS90c, Muk97, PK98, RN90, SWT90, Ste93, SB91, Wan99, Zel93, Zel69, DK91, DH94].

Optimality [BMM95, Bue91, DO99, Kus97, WJ96, Kus99]. Optimised [GW96]. Optimum [Müll91, dLA91]. Order [An99, AT90, Cha91b, CFR94, CDF91, CNF95, Had95, HN95, Kak96, Kav91, LRW93, Lie94b, MD93, MG97, PF93, PP94, Pos87, Wan92, WC99a, Lie96, PP95, Pos90].

Order [AL93, BB92, GK91, LL92, SPP96]. Ordering [BGM96]. Orders [JR90].

Ordinal [MKL97]. Orthogonal [BT96b, Che98, Dro98, Sit93, Wil90, WS94, Wu91].


Outlying [Luc94a]. Over-Influential [Lef91]. Overdispersed [GD90].

Overdispersion [Böhm94].


Parameter [BT96a, Bro90, CM97, CMF98, CS98, CHK95, Cox93, EF90, GL94, GP97, LRW98, MO97, MD93, PP94, SD92, Sev93, Sev98b, SY96, Swe92, Wi90, BT99, MO05, PP95]. Parameter-Based [Swe92].

Parameter-Redundant [CMF98]. Parameterisation [Pou99].

Parameterization [HS93]. Parameters [An99, Bel90, CP95, DFF90, GGR95, God91, KBB90, Kim91, LM99, LT92,
Lis93, Liu96c, RL99, RJ90, SBSP99, Sev94, WS94, WL92, DH94, Dua93. Parametric
[Ait90, CG93, CHT99, Dat96, LI96b, MS94, SZ99, TBK95, WR98]. Parametrisations [GSC95]. Parent [Kle93, VR90]. Parent-Offspring [Kle93, VR90]. Partial
[CW95, Daw95, FGS95, Fre95, IR95, Rob95, Ros95, Sha95, Sob95]. Pearson
[Gam92, Hen90, Loa91, MW90, NL98, Ste91, Ste93, TWF96, Zim91]. Points
[AA90, BO91, DW98, Fhr09, FC90b, Wal92, Yao93]. Poisson
[BC91a, CDH92, CDL94, DC91, DIn96, Kuk93, MY97, MS90c, SB96, Wan93, WD96b]. Populations [BD91a, CDB92, CQ93, DS95, Hor90, PK98]. Portmanteau [KS96, KW97]. Possibly [Dav90a, Luc97]. Post [SK97]. Post-Randomisation [SK97]. Posterior
[GG98, Hu97, MD93, NM95, Pol91, SY96, ST99, WT90, WC92a, WL92]. Poststratification [PK91]. Potency [RL93, RS94]. Power
[CJ92, DBL97, DCC94, HPT99, JN93, Vid98, YWL92]. Predictions
[TX93]. Predictive [BHH94a, CJ99, Dav86, EGS96, GG98, HPT99, Kom96, LI96a, QGG96, Vid95, Vla90, Dav90b]. Predictor [Riv97]. preferable
[BAM95]. Prelude [CH99]. Prequential [AG97]. Presence
[CMR99, Cha91a, FR99, GS91, Hal89, LM99, LRW96, MD95b, MS90c, MD93, Rob92, RR95, Sev93, Sev98b, Wol90, dLA91, Hal90a]. Prevalence [TL95]. Principal
[Fhr09, KR92, MS90b, Sch91b, Sch97, Sch99, Shi97]. Principle
[PP94, PP95]. Prior
[AKW93, Gri94, LI96a, PW90, RLS93, Wri92, dLA91, RLS94]. Priors
[BB92, DG95, Dat96, GG97, Gho99, LI93, Luc94a, MW97, MG97, MR99, SB98, YB91]. Probabilistic [PG93]. Probabilities
[CH90, DGS94, DFF90, DM91, Dup95, Fra90, FRW99, LI96a, Llo92b, MR99].


Random [CL99a, DG93, Die91, Fin86, FH91, GH90a, JVDW94, Lin97a, Loh95, MMB97, OK91, Oma98, OJ93, Rah99, Sch91a, WI98, Fin90, FMS97]. Randomness [SK97]. Randomisation [BM96]. Randomization [BB90, Don91]. Randomized [M99a]. Randomness [KS96]. Range [GH90a, Liu96c, PD99, RT97, Wat90]. Rank [AAL90, Cha92a, GR90, Lin92, MMLH92, Nie99a, Par97a, PR94a, Sat96, Shu91, Th91a, WYL90, Yin90, ZL90, dLvdH91, Th93]. Rank-Based [Sat96]. Rao [CR96, MK91]. Rare [Gri94, TLP95, Wrl92]. Rate [DH92, FADD94, HN90, Hen90, Jun96, Loa91, MW92, OJ93, UW92, KTDMB97].
Rates [CMY93, HT95b, MW90, MWC97, O’N92, YHL96, Lam98]. Ratio
[BN91, BH999, CP95, CS95, CP89, Hen90, HFC90, LY99, Lie94a, LLLH91,
LTC97, MR92b, MC91, mN93a, Nie99a, Pig90, Qin98, Sev99, Ste90a, Won91,
Woo92, CP91]. Ratios [HL95, HW97, PH97]. Reassessment [OR98, SO96].
Recapture [CMY93, CJ91, Dup95, GR92, Gou90, Llo92b, Llo92a, Llo94,
Llo96a, Smi91, WC92b, YHL96]. Receiver [LTW99, Pep97, VB96].
Recentred [MM97a]. Record [CG93]. Recovery [CM91]. Recursive
[ME92, NZ99]. Redistribution [Ma95]. Reduced
[CW90, Ste91, Ste93, WC99b, dLvdH91]. Reducing [PD97b, RL99].
Reduction [CH98, Fir93, JLN95, Fir95]. Redundancy [CM97].
Redundant [CMF98]. Reference [BB92, Lis93, SB98]. Region [WT90].
Regions [KSZ91, Mon97, Rin96, Sch90b]. Regression
[AC95, Alh90, AF95, AKW93, Azz94, Azz97, BN97, BD91a, BH90, Ber93,
Bro90, BFV99, Buo96, BN95b, CHT98, CMR99, Cha91b, Cha92b, Chr94,
CC95, CB97, CB94, DGS94, DO99, DF91, Dro98, Du90, EGS96, ESM95,
ES90b, FY98, FLR90, FS97, Gab98, GE90, Glo96, GL94, Gu95, HHT90,
HM90, HT97, HK96, HS97, HS90, HM91, HG92, HL97, Hu97, HT91, HT95b,
JVDW94, Jun96, KB90, Kim91, KSZ91, KAW92, KC92, Li91b, LOY98, LN95,
LH96, Lin97b, Li96b, MS99, MS90b, MM97b, MMB97, Mit93, Neu99, O’B92,
Pai96, Pan93, Pep97, PK91, PH97, QZ97, RTA95, RT97, RP95, Riv97, RJ90,
RR95, RV91, Sch93, SP96, Sch90a, Sch92, SW97, She98, Sig91, Sm94, Smy94,
Spa91, SC93, SD99b, TW90, VS93, Van99, Wan96, WYL90, Wh195].
Regression [Whi97, Wil91, YB91, YWL92, Zha92, Zha99, ZP90, ZP95, FS99,
KTDMB97, Sch94]. Regressions [CZ93, Jon97]. Regret [Dro98]. Regular
[Ghe99]. Regularization [TKT91]. Reid [BNM93, MC91]. Reinsch
[Pau98]. Relation [Par97a, BM93]. Relationship [SD92, MR93b].
Relationships [Mor93, Dou97]. Relative
[BM93, ES90a, GL94, HM91, HT95b, RV91, Slu91]. Remedy [Ch190].
Renewal [MD95a, OC94]. Renovated [SZ95]. Repeated
[AL93, Azz94, Azz97, CR93, Cro95, DM90, FG93, Hir91, HL99, Kus97,
LKT96, MD95b, Pat91, RS99, SPP96, Sit93, WSL90, Wu91, YWH98, Kus99].
Replacement [DT98, Fon90, MS97, Til96]. Replicate [SP96]. Replication
[Dav90a, RS99]. Replications [Sit93, Wu91]. Representation [Pol91].
Representations [Fin95, Fin90]. Resampling [CL98, DH91, PWY94].
Research [CW95, DAW95, FGS95, Fre95, IR95, Pea95a, Pea95b, Rob95,
Ros95, Sha95, Sob95]. Residual
[Ahn92, AC95, Cha91a, EK96, HM91, Kus93, Li92, Mon94, OD90, SGW93].
Residuals [Du90, G94, HK92, TGGY93, TGF90, GT95]. Resistance
[Roc86, Roc90]. Resolvable [BM95]. Resonance [GS95]. Response
[AC95, Be90a, BG92, Coa91, CW94a, CW92, ESM95, G91, Gol91, HS90,
HG90, Llo96a, MS90a, SF98, SK97]. Responses
[AL93, CC95, FL93, GD96, Glo96, NM95, Neu99, TW97]. Restoration
[TKT91]. Restricted [Die91, LRW93]. Restriction [An99]. Results
Sequentially [Rom90].

T4 [Ber90]. Tables [Bax94, MM90, dLvdH91, MM99]. Tail [DFF90, DM91, Fra90, FR90, Wan92]. Tale [FOS94]. Technique [QF91, Qui99]. Techniques [GZ97]. telescoping [SM93]. Tend [Chi90]. Term [Jun96]. Test [Ahm92, AAL90, Bö94, CL99a, CDPF91, Dew92, DT99, Don91, GR90, GS91, Hen90, HW97, Kak96, Kim91, Kum93, KW97, Liu96c, LH99, MW92, Mit93, Mon94, Nie97, Nie99a, Orn98, QZ97, Rom90, Sh98, ST93, Sh91, W92, W92, Y97, Zh99, HP96a, Mij90a, MMS92]. Testing [Ahm98, BK96, BT96a, BB99, CG95, CFS94, CW96, Con90, CB97, DS95, EH90, EF90, GL92, HL98, Ho90, LK96, Li91b, Lin91, Lin97a, Li92a, MM91, Mit93, Pep97, RJ90, RG97, SPP96, TR97, T90, T90, Ts90, TLP95, V96, V96, W91, Wis98, Won91, WL97a, W92, Z91, ZPB91, BT99, W90]. Tests [Ahm93, ALP98, BH90, Ha96, BB99, BD95, CHT98, Cha92a, CLT95, CS95, CHK95, Coa91, CNF95, Cro90, DD93, EJ92, Efr97, EH93, FR96, GH90b, GT94, Gra94a, HR99, HT95a, HHL94, JC92, KL98, KS97, Kos99, KS96, LCT90, Li91a, Li95, LL92, Lin92, LCT97, MK91, MR92b, PP99, PR94a, Ree93, RB91, Sch91b, Sev90, Sil92, SK97, WH99, WYL90, Yao93,


Vaccine [GLV99]. Validation [DH92, Pep92, SJD793, VS95]. Validatory [BCN94]. Validity [DG95, Dat96, GL94, HW97, MD93, SY96]. Value [CFG97, OM92, Shi95, Taw90]. Values [CGS95, DP98, LT96, Luc97, BC91b]. Variability [DH92]. Variable [Coa91, CW94a, Hal90b, HS90, Jef90, LI96a, SF98, YHL96, Zha92]. Variables [BD91b, BFM99, CW92, Fin86, FC90a, HK96, HL98, Kuo99, Li95, LD98, Mor91, MR97, Nak90, SP96, Vla90, We94, Fin90, FC91]. Variance [AAL90, BG96, BS94, BHB92b, Cha91b, Cha92b, Dav90a, DO99, FY98, HK90, HM90, KS91, Lin97a, ME98, Oma91, PP92, Per95, RS92, RS95, SGW93, SC92, ST99, Sun94, BAM95]. Variance-Balanced [ME98]. Variances [JVDW94, Re91, VV96]. Variate [Rin96, Sch90b, MMS92]. Variates [HP96b, Mor93, NF95]. Variation [Llo96a, MN93b, Rud90, Sch90a, Sch92, Rud91, Sch94]. Varietal [Con92]. Varying [HRWY98, KT99]. Vector [BNL94, HR99, Luc94b, Luc96, Luc97]. Versions [GGR92]. Versus [Dro98, Mit93]. Vertically [Vis96]. Via [GR92, Hu97, CM98, GR98, Li98, MR93a, MV99, Par97b, WT90]. Vital [HT96]. Volume [ANO90j, Ano90k, Ano91i, Ano91j, Ano92m, Ano92n, Ano93i, Ano94i, Ano94j, Ano95i, Ano96i, Ano97i, Ano98i, Ano99j].


XLII [Far90]. XLIII [Sti92]. XLIV [PS96]. XLV [Bin97].

Yield [Ahn93]. Youden [AR96].
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